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A touch of the “House on Haunted Hill” tonight, as dedicated drivers battled wind,
rain, flood and Road Closed signs to arrive at a bastion of warm sanctuary hoping to hear
something to their advantage…
Despite the above obstacles, most of the core members arrived on time and we got
the room set up remarkably efficiently, ready for a prompt 8.00 start. There were yet
more new faces in the form of Graham Knibbs, a singer-guitarist, and Sheri Cavill
(Bodhrán player) arrived with her husband John.
We kicked off with our usual choral masterpiece; this month “The Irish Rover”, to
which Sheri added bodhrán percussion to such effect that her contribution was requested
a number of times throughout the evening, particularly in the faster numbers.
Keith Hannington started the solo spots with Dylan’s “Knocking On Heaven’s Door”
and initiated the requests for percussion from Sheri as he presented The Everly Brothers’
“Bye Bye Love”, adding (in the second half) The Beatles’ “I Saw Her Standing There” and
Tom Paxton’s “Last Thing On My Mind”
Graham Knibbs then introduced himself by presenting a couple of racing
favourites: “Stewball” and “The Fox”, following later (in response to Tim’s offering) with
“Canute”. Long may he continue to attend, and we look forward to many more
performances in future.

Next up was Clive Hammond, who began in reflective mode with Robin Dransfield’s “Fair
Maids Of February”, followed by “Silver Threads And Golden Needles”, before turning on
the comedy with his speciality “Proper Cup Of Coffee”.

Mike Chapman shifted the focus into the instrumental Jazz world with his own
arrangement of “El Noi De La Mare” and his self-penned “Discount, No V.A.T.”. Mike
sadly had to leave as half-time, so this ended his set.

Alan Sears returned from holiday to present Joni Mitchell’s “Both Sides Now”
(accompanied by Sheri) and Barbara Dickson’s “Caravan” before putting his trousers back
on for the Justin Hayward/Jeff Wayne classic “Forever Autumn” and – a perennial
favourite – Eric Bogle’s “Can You Sing Any Dylan?
Tim Almond lately seems to be playing more bouzouki than guitar, which provides a
very nice change of texture and is no criticism of his guitar paying. As usual, his set
consisted of his own fine compositions – “Canute”, “False Economy”, “The Squire And The
Maid”, and “Total Immunity”, with occasional accompaniment from Sheri.

Once again presenting his Banjolele was Stuart Grant, presenting Woody Guthrie’s
“This Land Is Your Land”. I have long considered myself a fan of Lindisfarne, but Stuart
seems to possess an encyclopaedic knowledge of every session every member ever did, so
he presented (with due reference to Rod Clements) Wizz Jones’ “Why Can’t I Be Satisfied”
followed by “Country Comfort”.

Rick Earey showcased his instrumental capabilities with Merle Travis’ “Cane Break
Blues”, an arrangement of Gordon Lightfoot’s “If You Could Read My Mind”, and an
instrumental version of “Spancil Hill”

Also returning after missing last month was Brian Boggenpoel, who brought a hint of
Spanish sunshine on this stormy night with his Flamenco. He played a Campaneros, a
Bulerias, and a Rhumba, to great applause.

Chrissy King and Steve Hurrell partnered up at usual for “Blue Moon”, “Red River Valley”,
“Ring-a-Ring-a-Rosie” and “The Storm” with accompaniment from Sheri once again. The
i-pad played better this month, and Chrissy supplied a couple of excellent impromptu
dance tunes on the recorder.
Although Sheri didn’t play solo, her bodhrán was a very welcome addition to many of the
numbers throughout the evening, and we were, I think, unanimous in our enthusiasm, and
very much hope to see her again.

My gratitude to all who turned up and made it a very enjoyable evening.
Regarding the proposition of a showcase night for July, I think the “nays” have
outweighed the “yeas”, so we will have the usual playaround, but there is great support
for party snacks etc, so please bring along whatever you wish. I’ll remind you all in June
as long (as someone reminds me in May!).
The next meeting will be 8.00 p.m. on 27th March, and we hope for better weather.

Further information from Carl Vaughan by e-mail: carlvaughan@btinternet.com

